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A note on the best approximation by linear forms 
of functions 
By G . A L E X I T S in Budapest and S. K N A P O W S K I in Poznari 
1. One of the fundamental problems of the theory of approximation seems 
to be that of determining the worst order of approximation effected by given means 
over a given class of functions. As far as we know, the first general result of this 
type is due to A. N . KOLMOGOROV[1], Heconsidered the class of func t ions f ( x ) , O ^ x S l , 
having r first de r iva t ives f ' ( x ) , f (x), ...,f<r)(x), where f[r)(x)£L2(0, 1), and satisfying 
the periodicity conditions: / w ( 0 ) = / w ( l ) , 0 S v < r . The result was: the worst 
order of Lz-approximation over this class by linear forms of given n functions can be 
minimized by the first n functions of the trigonometric system, in fact essentially 
only by these functions. KOLMOGOROV'S method has been developed and applied 
to several related problems in recent papers by V. M. TIHOMIROV [4] and G. G. 
LORENTZ [5]. 
There are two more papers which study similar questions, using another method. 
The first one [2] is concerned with Z,2-approximation by partial sums. s„(f x) of 
the development 
< i . i ) №~2cn<pn{x), 
n 
where {<pn(x)} is an arbitrary complete orthonormal system, and f(x) belongs to 
the class of functions of finite variation, or to the class Lip 1. The second paper [3] 
gets essentially further; it supplies the required lower estimate in case of / / -approxi-
mation (1 ^ p s o o ) within the class of all r times continuously differentiable functions, 
n 
the approximation means being the Toeplitz means ^A^c^O*) of (1.1) satisfying 
k = 1 
n 
the condition - n- I n addition, [3] dispenses with the restriction that {cp„(x)} 
k = i 
be a complete system. 
Let be a subclass of L"(0, 1). The aim of this note is to give a simple criterion 
to determine a system {<pv} with the property that its n-th linear forms approximate 
in ft essentially no worse than the n-th linear forms of any other system. Roughly 
speaking, our theorem provides the best system for linear approximation within 
the given class. 
In § 4 we give two instances to illustrate this theorem. 
2. N o t a t i o n . L" stands for ' L"(0, 1), 2 S / ? S ° ° ; || ||p denotes the Lp-norm, 
Jl II =11 II- denotes the C(0, l)-norm. Let {/v(x)} denote a given system of functions 
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defined and Lp-integrable in [0, 1], the i n d e x i n g f { , / 2 , ... is supposed to be fixed. 
By a linear form of order ^n, corresponding to the system, we mean an expression 
(2.1) -Ln(x) = 2ankfk(x) 
k= 1 
whose coefficients are real numbers. Put 
E(np\f; {/»}) = mf\\f-Ln\\p 
where the infimum is to be extended over all possible linear forms (2.1) of order 
In case of p = °= we write simply E„ — E^. If ft-is a subclass of L", the "worst 
best approximation" in is defined by 
/€ ft 
Finally, given two systems {/-,1}} and {f[2)} in LP, we say that system {/J15} provides, 
in 5x, no essentially better / /-approximation than the system {f{2>}, if 
{/„">}) S Kt {/<2>}) (n = 1, 2, ...) 
where Kx > 0 is independent of n. In case of p = °° we will speak of uniform approxi-
mation rather than L"-approximation. 
3. L e m m a . Let {(pv}£L" be orthonormal over [0, I], further let Si be a subclass 
of L" and n a positive integer. If there exists a positive constant K2 such that 
g ^ M - M ^ i t ; {? ,} ) •%(*)€* (k = 1, 2 , . . . , In), 
then, for any orthonormal system {t/^,} in Lp, 
(3.1) M 
where K3 is another positive constant}) 
P r o o f . Let sn(f; {il*v}) = sn(f; {ij/v}; x) stand for the n-th partial sum of the 
i/vFourier series of f£Lp. As is well known, among all linear forms (2.1), s„ provides, 
the best approximation to / in the L2-norm, namely 
E ? \ f , {iAv}) = II/-•?„(/; {^„»In-
putting f=cpk, and in view of | | / | | 2 ^ l l / - s „ l l 2 + l k l l 2 > 
I . 
1 - IM2 ^ E^(<pk; m ) + { J s2(cpk- x ) d x f , 
0 
whence summing for k — 1,,2, ..., 2n, 
1 
2n 2n'( f H 
(3.2) 2n ^ 2 E(n2){<pk; m) + k2 [J sn (vk ; {-Av}; *) • 
0 
*) If Ki is an absolute constant then K3 also is an absolute constant. 
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Applying the Schwarz inequality to the last sum, and making subsequently use 
of the orthonormality of ij/v's, we get 
k z { j s2n (<pk; {<Av}; * ) ^ iln J s2„ x) dxj2 = 
0 0 
0 
Finally, by Bessel's inequality 




Returning to (3.2) 
k= 1 
and a fortiori 
(3-3) max 
Replacing cpk by gin> =K1Etn"\S{) {(pv))-(pk and nothing that 
(3-4) £<*(/; {W). ' (/> = 2), 
(3-5) E<"(c/; {>M) = M W ; 
we conclude 
llSkS2n 
and (3.1) follows. 
T h e o r e m . Let Si be a subclass of LP and {/„} an arbitrary system of functions 
belonging to LP. Suppose that there exists a system {(pv}czLp, orthonormal in [0, 1], 
and a positive constant KA such that for every « = 1 , 2 , ... functions 
gP(x) = K^XSi- {(pv})-cpk(x) ( ¿ = 1 , 2 , . . . , 2 « ) 
belong to ft. Then 
(3-6) £„^(ft; {<pv}) 
where K5 is another positive constant.2) 
2) If K„ is an absolute constant then K 5 also is an absolute constant. 
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C o r o l l a r y . Let {<pv} and {t/cv} be orthonormal over [0, 1]. If for 
k = 1,2, ..., 2n; n = 1, 2, ... 
AT6£<'>(#; {<pv 
and 
where K6, K7 are positive constants, then neither of the systems {<pv}, provides, 
in ft, an essentially better approximation than the other. 
P r o o f of the t h e o r e m . First of all, we observe that without any loss 
of generality /„'s can be supposed linearly independent. For if not, we would reject 
those expressible as linear forms of the preceding ones and consider the new system, 
say {/*}, whose elements enjoy the required property. The set of linear forms (2. 1) 
corresponding to the new system contains obviously all linear forms derived from 
the original one, and consequently 
E(«p,(fi {/,}) = E(np)(f, {/*}). 
Hence it is enough to prove (3. 6) for £„(p)(/; {/*}). 
Next we note that / * ' s can be supposed orthonormal. In fact, the familiar 
Schmidt orthogonalization-process of {/f } leaves the set (2. 1) of linear forms of 
order Sn—whence also the numbers Ej,"\f; {/*})—unchanged. 
Thus we shall suppose {/*} an orthonormal system. Our lemma can be applied 
and (3. 6) follows. 
4. To illustrate the theorem, we consider two special cases: 
a) P = c o , <Pi(x) — 1, (p2v(x)= / 2 cos nvx, (p2v+i(x) = / 2 sin7rvx, ft = fta = the 
class of 1-periodic functions belonging to Lip l a ( 0 < a S 1) on the whole real axis. 
As is well known, 
En{f-, {<pv})^K8n~° for / 6 ft 
w h e r e K 8 > 0 is a n a b s o l u t e c o n s t a n t . H e n c e 
. £ „ ( * ; { 9 v } ) S 
It is easy to see that for any x', x" and k — 1, 2, ..., 2n 
19h(x")-(pk(x')\ inklx"-x'ln-^2nl 
[ 2n~' n*]fl 
so that 
g<">(x) = 2^-1*8-' {<pv})-%(x)€ft (k = 1, 2, ..., In). 
This means: No system { / } provides, in fta, an essentially better uniform approxi-
mation than the trigonometric system. 
b) p = °°, {<pv} the same as in a), ft = ft'r) = the class of 1-periodic functions 
/ w h o s e r-th derivative is continuous in ( — + and max ||/ ("|| S i . By a well-
known theorem ° - l a ' 
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Since for O^l^r, k=l,2, ...,2n 
\ 2 - h - < p l H 4 ^ S (2ny, 
it follows that 
g p ( x ) = 2—in-'(K9(ry)-iEn(W'>; fa})-pt(x)€it« (k = 1,2, 2n). 
Hence: No system {/v} provides, in 5\<r), a/j essentially better uniform approximation 
than the trigonometric system. 
R e m a r k . The statements about the examples a) and b) are not new. But, 
if we take into account that the classes discussed, and many others, contain, besides 
the trigonometric system, also functions gin)(x) of some other orthonormal systems, 
e. g. those of certain Sturm—Liouville systems, then, by our corollary we can show 
that all these systems provide, in the corresponding classes, essentially the same 
best uniform approximation; a result the direct proof of which would be rather 
lengthy. 
5. It is obvious that our theorem and its consequences remain true, except 
for the constants, if we replace [0, 1] by an arbitrary finite interval [a, b], and under-
stand by "orthonormal system" a system of functions orthonormal, in [a,b], 
relatively to a weight function it '(x)&0. 
Denote by {p„(x)} the system of orthonormal polynomials determined by 
the weight function iv(x). By our theorem it follows that, if the class ft contains 
the functions 
g£\x) = Ki0E„(Sl; {/>„})-Pk{x) (k = l,2,...,2n;n = l,2,...), 
we get for no system {/v} c C (a, b) an essentially better uniform approximation 
in ft than the best one provided by polynomials. Therefore, denoting by 91 the 
class of all analytical funtions / ( x ) possessing derivatives | | / w (x) | | ^ 1, r = 0, 1, ... 
the essentially best uniform approximation in 21 is provided by the system of all 
polynomials. This result is reversible in a certain sense: 
If there exists a constant l > 0 such that for any / £ 21 we have 
£ ( / ; { / v } ) ^ u | | / « | | (r = 0 ,1 , . . . ) , 
then the set {L„(x)} of all linear forms corresponding to the system {/„(x)} contains 
all polynomials. 
P r o o f . Put Pk{x) a polynomial of degree k having the norm \\Pk\\ S 1 in [a, b], 
and consider the functions 
* M -
~ K12-k* 
where Kl2 is a suitably chosen positive constant. The functions ij/k{x) belong to 
the class 21. Indeed, taking r s k, by a well-known inequality of Markov—Bernstein, 
we obtain ||Pt(r)|| =Ki2k2lc\\Pk\\ where Kl2 depends only on r and the lenght of [a, b]. 
Hence 
\m\ ^ ^ i i p j ^ i . 
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If r>k, we have evidently [|i/^r)|| = 0 . Fix, now, r>k. Since there exists at least 
one linear form L*(x) corresponding to {/v(*)} such that —L*\\ = En(\j/k\ {/v}), 
it follows 
II^ - L i 11= EMu; {/v})^Kx 1 • I I m = 0, 
and therefore L*(x) = \pk(x), which proves our statement. 
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